EXECUTIVE BOARD

MICHAEL CAMARINOS
Chairperson

ELENA POLEGANOVA
Managing Editor

NICOLE MAZANITIS
Competitions Editor

EDITORIAL BOARD

CHRISTOPHER LUNDE
Merhige Editor

TIM HOLLAND
Business Editor

JUSTINA LOPEZ
Mediation Editor

NICOLE CONNER
Vis West Arbitration Editor

MATT BRESS
Alumni Relations Editor

JAIMIE GINZBERG
Vis East Arbitration Editor

JACQUELINE ELSON
Arbitration Pre-Moot Editor

IVERSION LONG
Public Relations Editor

ANAND GEORGE
Arbitration Pre-Moot Editor

CINDY ALVARADO
Community Service Editor

TRES BULGER
Associate Community Service Editor

ASSOCIATE EDITORS

BRYNA BUTLER

JAIMIE GEORGE

MARTIN MIRANDA

JELLY CONGER

KATE MOORE

LOUISE DENG

ELYSA GOLDBERG

KRISTIN O’CONNOR

STEVE EKECHUWU

COURTNEY GRATTAN

TANNER ROUSE

JUSTIN ELLIOTT

RAVI KANTHA

CHAUNCEE SMITH

SARAH FLOYD

COURTNEY KAPES

SERENA WHITE

COMPETITORS

BEN ARROW

CASSANDRA HAMAR

IVERSON LONG

JANICELYN ASAMOTO

COLLEEN HIBBERT

JORDAN MANEKIN

ALEXANDRA BERKLEY

CHRISTIE HOULIHAN

VENI MANICKAM

MATT BRESS

SAIRA HUSSAIN

NATASHA PETRUKHIN

TRES BULGER

P A T R I C K J A C O B S

NATHAN POULSEN

BERNARD DUPRESNE

LINDA KALAYJIAN

EVAN RACITI

P A T R I C K F E A T H E R S O N

HANSARY LAFOREST

YANNAH SOLOMON

JASON FRIEDMAN

AMY LAWRENCE

ROBERT SORIANO-HEWITT

MIKE GROGAN

NICOLE LI

DAVID WASHO

DEFNE GUNAY

IVERSON LONG

ELNAZ ZARRINI
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COMPETITION TEAM

STEPHANIE BAEZ

DAN NELSON

TAVISH DEATLEY

ANDRA PRUTU

AMY DUNAYEVICH

STEVEN RIZIK

KAITLYN KERRANE

JOEY ROBINS

JACKIE McMHAON

DAVID YEIDID